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QUESTION 1

Single selection Huawei\\'s converged storage has the function of parallel and fast data reconstruction. Data fragments
are scattered in the resource pool. After a hard disk fails, the Automatic and parallel reconstruction within the entire
resource pool, only the actual data is reconstructed, and no separate hot spare disk is required. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following options does not belong to the single-selection structure of Huawei\\'s distributed storage network
architecture 

A. Management network 

B. Back-end storage network 

C. Tenant Network 

D. Cluster storage network 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

The Oceanstor 9000 big data storage system includes multiple subsystems. Which subsystem is used for file storage? 

A. WushanFS 

B. WushanSQL 

C. FusionInsightHadoop 

D. Management subsystem 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

The following is the correct statement about Huawei hybrid flash storage SmartQos I/O priority scheduling: 

A. The I/O priority is based on the priority of the LUN where the IO is located. The priority of the LUN is determined by
the user according to The business importance of deployment on the LUN is determined 

B. When the hard disk occupancy rate is too high, in order to ensure the reliability of the hard disk, the system will add
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time to the low priority I/O Delay to control, and try not to affect high-priority I/O 

C. I/O priority scheduling resources include front-end host concurrent resources, back-end hard disk concurrent
resources, CPU computing resources and cache resources 

Correct Answer: ABC  

 

QUESTION 5

When configuring the InfoAllocator feature, an A is configured for the user group group1 Quota (quota type: capacity
quota, quota method: mandatory quota, hard value: 10GB), user quota-userl configured One B quota (quota type:
capacity quota, quota method: mandatory quota, hard threshold: 

20 GB), quota_user2 user A C quota is configured (quota type: capacity quota, quota method: mandatory quota, hard
threshold: 5 GB), quota_userl The user and quota-user2 belong to the groupl user group, which of the following option
descriptions are correct () 

A. quota_user2 users can use up to 10 GB 

B. quota_user2 users can use the maximum capacity of 5 GB 

C. quota_user1 users can use the maximum capacity of 20GB 

D. quota_userl users can use the upper limit of 10GB 

Correct Answer: BD 
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